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Abstract: Nowadays the mobile devices have become a more vital requisite and very crucial portion of our lives daily routine. The 

sudden call termination that happens unexpectedly (call drops) is a circumstance were the enduring calls get cut without any prior 

indication. The evolution of the services associated with the 3G and the 4G based on the voice and the data has ended up in high 

conflicts between the companies of the telecommunication to increase the consumer rate leading to major occurrence of the 

termination in the calls.  Such abrupt un-notified call cessation still remains as an unanswered question in the telecommunication 

industry all over the world. Manifold measures and the researches put forth to devise the solution to the issue of un-notified call 

cessation for the mobile radio access networks were not successful as  every methodology had its own advantages and as well as 

disadvantages. The laid out research made efforts to discover the reasons that for this un-notified sudden termination of calls, and 

examines the problem related with the termination of calls in each phase of the radio technology and puts forth the Self Organizing 

Network in the LTE for minimizing the factors that are related to the call termination and enhances the quality of the voice calls. 

Further brings down the expenses on the capital and the operations on terms of structural and the configuration attributes.  

Keywords: Long Term Evolution, Self-Organizing Networks, Call Termination, Mobile Radio Access Network, 

Telecommunication  

1. Introduction  

Nowadays the mobile phone are gaining a high predominance in the lives of the human. As man is a social 

animal who need to communicate and be communicated the mobile phone has become critical portion in 

his daily routine. The daily activities of a human becomes remains meaningless and desolate. The mobile 

devices enables us to have an immediate communicate with our closest ones irrespective of time and place.  
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Though the mobile service provide a seamless communication in most of the cases, in certain areas and in 

certain situations the strength of the signal become weak and enable only a broken voice communication 

or  even terminate the call  un-intimated. When the user undertakes a travel from one place to another, 

signals of the network do not perfectly assist as there are different network stand ups laid along the way 

affecting the smooth conveyance of the enduring call to the cells nearby.  

This causes the sudden termination of the conversation. For this the “Telecom Regulatory Authority of 

India” as a remedy to the sudden un-notified call terminations devised an “interactive voice response” to 

record the feedback of the consumers regarding the quality of the call. The outcomes were observed and 

shared with the vendors of the telecom industry to analyze the issue and sort it out instantly. The “interactive 

voice response” framed was only capable of gathering the live information and was not proficient enough 

to deliver a solution. The researches made by “Telecom Regulatory Authority of India” found out that the 

infrastructure of the telecommunication does not cope with the customer rate as daily hundreds of new 

customers get added to a communication network and utilize the network. It becomes necessary that the 

infrastructure gets updated in order to handle the traffic load of the radio access network and the hand overs 

smoothly heightening the consumer trust over the telecom vendors.  

The sudden un-intimated call ending influences the quality of the service and as well as the experience in 

the rural as well as the urban areas.  Due to the digital division, the calls are affected by the improper transfer 

made to the nearby cells. The “Telecom Regulatory Authority of India” even performed the tests to dig out 

the reasons for the dropped calls.  The calls drop as they do not depend on the algorithm, devising and 

procedure could not be a lifelong remedy for the reducing the drops in the call. The termination of call 

eradicates the quality in the service and increases the billing cost for the consumer as well as the 

infrastructure and the maintenance cost for the vendors. Few reasons gathered by the “Telecom Regulatory 

Authority of India” is listed in the Table.1 

So the paper lays out the architecture of the Self-Organizing Network set up with the long term evolution, 

and many future technologies. Initially the Self-Organizing Network was set up with the 3GPP as well as 

the NGMN, recently multitudes of networks are continually spending time in the researching the 

methodologies to enhance the Self-Organizing Network. The Self-Organizing Network are regulated 

automatically by the formulating the objective functions and optimizing using the optimization algorithms. 

This practically minimizes the interference caused in the signal and improves the voice quality and as well 

as reduce the capital, infrastructure and the maintenance cost and regulate the parameters of the network as 

per the necessity.  
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Table.1 Reasons for Call Drop 
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2. Related Works 

“Telecom Regulatory Authority of India” [1] performed testing   periodically in various areas and measured 

the parameters of the network to bring out the reasons behind the dropped calls utilizing various tools and 

software’s some of the reason listed by the “Telecom Regulatory Authority of India” for the dropping of 

the calls and the percentage of the occurrences are irregular behavior of the users 36.889% Abnormal 

network responses by 8% electromagnetic causes by 51% and other by 4%  

Shiokawa, et al [2] put forth the "Call admission scheme based on estimation of call dropping probability 

in wireless networks." Li, et al [3] devised “A dynamic channel assignment scheme for TDMA-based 

multihop cellular networks." Balapuwaduge, et al [4] performed a "Channel assembling with priority-based 

queues in cognitive radio networks: Strategies and performance evaluation." Monica, C. H et al [5] 

conducted the "A bandwidth degradation technique to reduce call dropping probability in mobile network 

systems."  

Moysen, et al [6] conducted "A bandwidth degradation technique to reduce call dropping probability in 

mobile network systems." Lobinger,et al [7] devised Coordinating handover parameter optimization and 

load balancing in LTE self-optimizing networks." Pandian, M. Durai et al [8] presented the “Enhanced 

Network Selection and Handover Schema for Heterogeneous Wireless Networks." 

Jennifer S. Raj. et al [9] conducted the Self-organizing hierarchical structure for wireless networks." G. 

Josemin Bala et al [10] performed the Stab-WIN: Self organized, topology control ability backbone node 

in wireless networks." Jyothirmai, Pondi, et al [11] presented the "Secured self-organizing Computing 

Structures for Future Wireless Personal Networks” and devised the “DDOS Attack Detection in 

Telecommunication Network Using Machine Learning” network architecture in wireless personal 

networks." Smys, S et al [12] and et al [13] has elaborated the “Innovative 

3. Proposed Work  

To develop a human intervention reduced operations and automatic optimization of the parameters of the 

network the self-organized network becomes necessary for the LTE.  Incorporating the self-organizing 

network into the LTE would lessen the manual efforts and optimize the parameters based on the necessity 

heightening the service experience quality and minimizing the expense. The diagram below in figure.1 

depicts the self-organizing network in the long term evolution.  
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Figure.1 Self-Organizing Network in the Long Term Evolution 

The scheme is presently built using the Future generation wireless network and could be updated further 

with the upcoming radio technologies. The “Self –Organizing” networks are regulated by triple reliable 

operations that is the reconfiguring on its own, optimizing without outside intervention and capability of 

“self-healing” the corresponding optimization algorithm based on the heuristics and the metaheuristics are 

engaged in to automatically optimize the  parameters according to the user needs. The reconfiguring process 

configures the freshly set up nodes utilizing the automated procedure to identify the fundamental parameters 

and take in the necessary software for performing the fundamental operations and the automated regaining 

from the failures caused.  
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The “self-optimization” procedure takes in the algorithms for optimizing the “coverage and capacity” 

interference, mobility, load balancing etc. so the parameters get optimized according to the demand without 

human intervention.   

The “Self-healing” enables the network to take in the fault diagnosing software’s and hardware components 

and automatically identifies the cell outage and the recovery without human intervention.  The Self 

organizing networks in the LTE as shown in the figure.1 is set up into the OAM and the eNodeB, or in 

either locations, positioning the self-organizing networks make them  centralized , or  distributed or hybrid.  

The centralized S-O networks are deployed only in the OAM, whereas distributed are deployed in the eNode 

B and in hybrid the S-O Network is positioned in both.  In case of the hybrid the OAM hold the complicated 

portion of the algorithm and the eNodeB holds the portion that is easy. But compared to the three structure 

the hybrid seems to be more flexible. The figure.2 (a, b, c) represents the three categories of the S-O 

network.  

 

Figure.2 Categories of S-O network. 
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4. Performance Analysis  

Following the activities of the “Telecom Regulatory Authority of India” the proposed work was also 

periodically tested to observe number of call drops endured. The test results observed based on the feedback 

forms from the consumers proved that the proposed method enhanced the service quality and as well as the 

user satisfaction and minimized the billing cost. The flexibility in the proposed method minimized the 

dropped call rates as well as the capital and the maintenance expense. The figure. 3 and figure.4 depicts the 

customer satisfaction and the total expenses after setting up the S-O network in the LTE. 

 

Figure.3 Customer Satisfaction 

The traffic in the conveyance and the handover that were unsuccessful reduced by the setting up the Self 

organizing networks in the LTE (mobile network). The manual work was totally minimized and the 

operational capability was maximized.  The human intervention was minimized, automatic optimization in 

handover, load balancing and the mobility management were accomplished taking in the appropriate 

optimization algorithm. The Self organizing networks heightened the revenue of the telecom services also, 

minimizing the total expenses as represented in the figure.4  
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Figure.4 Operational Expense 

5. Conclusion  

To solve the issue in the telecom service related to the un-notified call termination taking place in the mobile 

networks. The paper bring out the reasons behind the call termination and devises the mechanism by 

configuring the self-organizing networks into the LTE. This enhances the service quality minimizing the 

call terminations and improving the voice quality. The periodical testing and the feed backs collected 

evinces the superior performance of the long term evolution- self organizing networks on the basis of the 

customer satisfaction and total expenses.  
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